68 f-100

Not many of us had the sense to keep things from when we were teenagers--especially the
things with wheels. Maybe it was a now-priceless muscle car, ultra-cool hot rod, custom,
motorcycle, or even an old truck. But not too many people wish they'd hung onto a ' Fexcept
Kirk Johnson. It was no Mach 1, but it was the ticket to freedom for the 17 year old. Kirk wound
up being the second person to sign the title of the F that was home to a sluggish V-8 backed by
a C6 trans. The surprisingly clean truck only had about 89K miles on it, but Kirk's dad said as
soon as the bit the dust, they'd replace it with a Well, after an additional , miles of running every
possible teenage errand, cruising downtown Sacramento each weekend, helping friends move,
and just plain old driving once adulthood set in, the timing chain finally stretched beyond its
limits and the truck was parked in Everyone said, "That's it; just send it to the scrapper because
it'll never live again," but he wasn't ready to let go. A suitable core was located a while later and
work began on it, but in Kirk's house burnt to the ground while he was at work. One of his
neighbors happened to be home and while the fire department was on their way, he somehow
got into Kirk's garage and pushed the truck out, which was on jackstands until a few days prior.
The '68 wound up being the only thing saved from the fire, but it would have to wait for another
time as Kirk had to rebuild the rest of his life first. The stock front bumper was cut up and mated
with another one to form what we see here and the rear is a cut down piece from an old
Econoline van. It was unanimous that the stock trim wasn't going to go back on the truck
because it just seemed too bulky at this point, so they made some that would fit neatly on the
Bumpside's bump. All the chrome was sent to Sherm's Plating in Sacramento to be gone over
with a fine-tooth comb before being dipped in the shiny stuff. Roseville heavily modified and
split the stock steel dashboard to keep the feel and the Mustang theme going. A wood rim
Shelby-style steering wheel from Tony Branda sits atop a painted ididit tilt column while the
Lokar shifter sticks out of the custom center console. Roseville also made the wood grained
gauge panel to hold a set of Auto Meter gauges. The bucket seats are from an Acura Legend
and are covered in black leather along with the custom Shelby-esqe door panels. Dave Putnam
in Orangeville, California, is responsible for the high-quality upholstery work. Close Ad. Grant
Peterson writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Set an alert to be notified of new listings.
Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Dealership Showcased.
This rust free California truck was frame off restored. The fit and finish is outstanding, better t
New paint. No rust. Never seen salt. Great daily driver with the right amount of de Not much rust
and very straight body. Excellent for restoring. Runs and drives Refine Search? Also be sure to
view results in. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and is powered by a
rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a White top and has
new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are separated by a custom
center console and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea retro-styledigital
stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists ofpower
steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This Novais now
offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Power comes from a recently tuned 5.
Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a
one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a
matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood
speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. Power is provided by a 6. Equipment
includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate control, heated and cooled seats, navigation,
Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels, traction control, and much more. Thecar is
stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been started and moved every two months since
new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all three keys, all original purchase documents,
including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho title. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business
Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the
continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier
business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. As
soon as Mike pulled into the shopping center parking lot, his '68 Ford F was drawing onlookers
like ants to a dropped Popsicle. Even behind the grocery store loading docks, where we
photographed the engine compartment, people found us-as if drawn by some sixth-sense
perception that something cool was hiding back there. And down at the beach, where the rest of

the photos were taken, more curious bystanders stopped to admire the pickup. Mike's used to
the attention and doesn't mind answering questions about the Viper Red truck he spent three
years building. His taste hasn't changed-just expanded to include custom classic trucks. He
picked up this Ford more than 10 years ago from one of his neighbors who had always intended
to hot rod it you know the story about good intentions. Maybe the neighbor was making
excuses or maybe he was trying to persuade Mike to do the work he never got around to doing.
In any case, Mike had no big interest in building the F into anything other than a cool work
truck. The truck he really wanted to hot rod was his '35 Dodge pickup. That was his dream
truck; the F was his utility vehicle, used for chores like hauling dirt and moving friends'
furniture. The initial few changes were cosmetic. Then came the shaved door handles, followed
by molding the cowl into the front fenders and shaving the driprails. Of course the rear tailgate
had to be smoothed and the dash had to be cleaned up. After a year of working on the body and
realizing all the work being done, I knew I had to take it off the frame. It wasn't until that point
that Mike started to understand that this project was getting bigger than he'd planned-and that a
lot of the street rod style modifications that he had been planning for his Dodge were going to
end up on the Ford. Mike limited the sheetmetal work to the type of body mods that enhanced
what was already there, instead of camouflaging it. In addition to the changes already
mentioned, he eliminated the emblems and trim and hid the gas tank filler tube. The cowl vents
were filled and the hood was pancaked and reshaped to roll into the fenders and grille area
more smoothly. In the rear, the bumper was removed and replaced with sheetmetal below the
tailgate, which was filled in with the sides of the bed. Seams and stake holes were also filled
and the concave tailgate was reshaped to finish off the rear as one clean smooth piece. With the
body and bed off the frame, the 'rails were modified to fit the gallon Mustang gas tank,
and-along with many of the other chassis components-were powdercoated to match the body.
The brake lines were all remade using the existing lines and the front brakes were replaced with
'73 discs, with the drums retained in the rear. The wheelwells were packed with Coys C-5 rims, a
contemporary interpretation of traditional five-spokes. Mike selected 18x7s for the front and
20x8. The interior was given a complete, but not radical, rebuild as well. Mike pulled the
dashpad and filled the passenger side of the dash. He replaced the plain factory instruments
with whiteface gauges from Dolphin. The dash insert from Boese Engineering fills the oval
instrument panel. A Grant Formula GT steering wheel replaces the original piece and follows the
overall red theme. Custom door panels were made, keeping the factory look. Mike created the
custom armrests, hand-sculpted to resemble the exterior spear. The Sony stereo head unit was
mounted overhead in the custom aluminum headliner. Even the stock-looking rocker panels are
custom built. The factory bench was finished in red and gray vinyl by Morales Auto Upholstery.
It's not true that the truck was painted to match the MSD Blaster 2 coil and plug wires, it just
looks that way. The '68 Ford had been recently rebuilt when Mike bought the truck. The intake
manifold is topped with a single Holley four-barrel and chrome Ford Racing air cleaner. The is
linked to the C6 automatic transmission, rebuilt at San Marcos Transmissions, with a stock
9-inch at the rear axle. Remember the '35 Dodge that was Mike's dream truck? His initial reason
for giving any attention to the Ford was to sell it after it was fixed up, and pour that money into
the Dodge the good intentions story again. Maybe the Dodge is getting some attention now in
somebody else's garage. But it's Mike's red-hot F that's getting the attention around here. Close
Ad. Tim Bernsau writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Being a highly skilled machinist
as well as an accomplished fabricator, it's no wonder that when Scott Gifford put his talents to
work building an early Ford pickup it'd end up being one of the coolest classic Fords out there.
Scott's soft spot for the '68 F was the result of growing up as a frequent passenger in his dad's
pickup. Years later, Scott decided he'd like to have an old Ford just like his dad's. Well, not quite
like his dad's Scott's version of the venerable F is a heck of a lot more powerful, a lot better
handling, and surely better looking. According to Scott, the pickup was found at a local
recycling yard first in line for the following morning's crushing routine. The original frame was
stripped, filled, boxed, and outfitted with a trio of crossmembers he'd designed and fabricated
himself. The forward most crossmember was designed to convert the frontend into a
rack-and-pinion-style IFS unit to which Scott added a pair of Heidts dropped spindles, a pair of
QA1 coilovers, and a T-bird rack-and-pinion assembly. Scott decided to fabricate all new inner
fender panels rather than modify the stock components to fit the pickup's much-lower stance.
At the rear, Scott utilized stock-style springs and a 9-inch rearend that he swapped the
mounting points from below the springs to above. As a finishing touch, Scott fabricated and
installed a custom trans crossmember as well. With the pickup's foundation completed, Scott
decided to use a quartet of American Racing Shelby wheels wrapped in low-profile Nitto rubber.
It was at this point Scott's machining skills came into play. Since his plan for the truck was for a
G-machine-inspired build, he designed and machined a set of billet knock-off style center caps

that really enhanced the Shelby design. With the chassis mods complete and the big ol' V-8 and
C6 being built, he turned his sights to the pickup's cab and bed. The sheetmetal was massaged
back into perfect shape and then prepped and readied for a custom-mixed blue PPG urethane
finish. Since the chassis had been modified, Scott decided to fabricate all new inner fender
panels rather than modify the stock components to fit the pickup's much-lower stance. Once
the engine and trans were back from their respective builders and installed in the chassis, Scott
continued working away plumbing brake and fuel lines as well as installing a custom fuel tank
of his own design. Once he was done, he then fired up his milling machine and transformed all
those drawings into the beautiful billet work you see on and in the truck. After final assembly
and wiring, Scott turned his attention to the pickup's interior. As talented a craftsman as he is,
Scott's the first to tell all who'll listen that he had a lot of help building the pickup, and first on
the list is his beautiful wife Suzan, followed closely by a long list which includes in no certain
order Neil Lea, Austin, Brody, and Preslie Gifford, Shane Young, and the guys at Wilson Bros.
And help or no help, I'm convinced that Scott is one heck of a talented craftsman and can barely
wait to see what rolls out of his shop next. Close Ad. Jim Rizzo writer. Share on Facebook Share
on Twitter. Skip to main content. Related: ford f ford f ford f ford truck ford f ford f parts ford f
steering column ford f pickup ford f dash ford f grill ford f truck. Include description. Autom
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